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Specification: 
Item Code: SE-XH-EP-CS15-P 
Item Style: Clam-shell Heat Press Machine 
Size: 15”x15”   Controller: Digital Control Panel 
Electric Data: 110V/60Hz, I=13A, P=1500W 
N.W.: 50lbs, G.W.: 55lbs 
PKG: 72x47x46cm, cardboard packaging. 

Power Switch 

Handle 

Pressure Knob 

Lower Aluminum Plate 
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Wire Cable 

Control Panel 



Safety Precautions  
Read Before Use 

 Check the voltage before using it. The correct voltage is 110-120V/60Hz. 

 Turn off the machine when not in use, and remove the power plug from 

socket. 

 Grasp the handle firmly when opening. 

 Keep children away from the machine. 

 Do not touch the heating platen or platen cover after pressing whilst in 

operation. 

 Do not attempt to press products that are not intended for normal heat 

transfer. 

 Do not set the temperature any higher than 480F as it may cause over heat 

and stop working. 

 Please contact support team on 800.966.1783 when there is any problem, or 

e-mail our support team @ techsupport@signwarehouse.com 
 

Basic Operation 
Getting Started 

 With the press open (handle up), connect the power cable, and turn on the 

switch.  

 The control panel will immediately display the current temperature (top 

number) and the timer (bottom number) set at default.   
o The current temperature should begin climbing shortly after switching 

on the power. It will continue rising until it reaches the programmed 
temperature. 

 The control panel has two controllable options. 

o P1 = Program 1 = Temperature  
o P2 = Program 2 = Timer    



Basic Operation (continued) 
Setting Temperature and Timer 

 Press “SET” (top button, next to gear icon) 1 time. The top display will show 

“P1”, and the bottom display will show the currently programmed 
temperature.  

 Arrow Up or Down to change the desired temperature.  

 Press “SET” again to lock in the new temperature. The top display will now 

show “P2”, and the bottom display will show the current duration of the 
programmed timer.  

 Arrow Up or Down to change the desired duration of the timer. 

 Press “SET” again to return to home setting which displays current temp 

and set timer.  

 The press will beep and the temperature will stop climbing once the 

programmed temperature is reached.   
                     

Setting Pressure 

 With the press open (handle up), turn the pressure knob clockwise to 

increase pressure and counter clockwise to decrease pressure.  
 

Final Step 

 Once settings are correct, place garment or substrate and lower the handle 

completely to close the press and engage the timer.  

 When the timer counts down completely, the press will beep. Lift the handle 

to open the press and remove item.                                           
 

 

 

               



Transfer Parameters 
 

Use the settings suggestions below as basic guidelines to achieve best press. 
Adjust temperature, time, and pressure as needed.  
 

     

        

Transfers Printer Mark Temp. Time Pressure 

Sub. Paper 
Ricoh, 

Epson 

Lower 

Cotton 
400°F 25~30sec. Medium 

Ink Tran. 

Paper 

Ink-jet 

Printer 

Light Color 365°F 15sec. Medium 

Dark Color 330°F 25sec. Medium 

Laser 

Tran.Paper 

Laser 

Printer 

Light Color 365°F 15sec. Medium 

Dark Color 330°F 25sec. Medium 

Trim Free 

Laser Transfer 

Laser 

Printer 
Paper A 250°F 20sec. Heavy 

/ Paper B 340°F 25sec. Medium 

Transfer Vinyls 
Cutting 

Plotter 
/ 

300~320°

F 
8~10sec. Medium 

Plastisol 

Transfer 
/ / 335°F 12sec. Heavy 

Eco-solvent 

Transfer Paper 

Printing & 

Cutting 

Plotter 

/ 
330~330°

F 
15~25sec. Medium 



Trouble-Shooting 
Q. Why isn’t my heat transfer vinyl sticking to the fabric? 
 
A. This can be caused by insufficient pressure, temperature, or time.  
 

Time: Some heat transfer films need a few seconds to cool before you 
remove the liner. Try a warm or cold peel first. 
 
Temperature: If that doesn’t work, check to make sure you are using the 
recommended time and temperature settings. If you are, use a Geo Knight 
IR thermometer to confirm the actual temperature of the platen. Adjust the 
setting to reflect the variance between the desired and actual temperatures. 

 
e.g.- The press is set for 315°F, but the thermometer shows the press is only 
305°F. Change the setting to 325° to reflect the 10 degrees variance. 

 
Pressure: If the temperature is correct, adjust the pressure. Some films 
require more pressure to bond the adhesive to the fabric. There should be 
some resistance when you close the press.  
 
If you have verified all of these and the film doesn’t stick, contact 
SignWarehouse customer service or Technical Support for further 
assistance.  

 
Q. Why does my sublimated transfer look washed out? 
A. Sublimation works best at or near 400°F. If your transfer is faded, use a contact 

thermometer to confirm the output matches the displayed temperature. If not, 
adjust as directed above. Then repress at 390-400°F.  

 
Q. Why are my transfers sticking to the heating element of the upper platen? 
A. T-shirt vinyl sticking to the heating element indicates the print is upside down. 

Remove any adhesive residue, flip it over and try again. If an inkjet or laser 
transfer is sticking to the heating element, it’s because the heat is affecting the 
ink. We recommend covering the design with a sheet of Teflon or silicone Kraft 
paper on almost all heat transfer applications.  

 
Q. Why is it so hard to peel the liner when I’m done pressing the paper?  
A. A hot or warm peel film may become hard to peel if allowed to cool. Always peel 

the film or transfer paper in accordance with the product’s recommendations.   
 
For further assistance, please contact SignWarehouse’s technical department at 
800.966.1783. 



Warranty 

SignWarehouse Basics 15” X 15” Clam Shell Heat Press comes with 90 day 
warranty service. Click “Tech Support” at SignWarehouse.com to view support 
options.  
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